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OK THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF HEXAGONAL BORON N lTR lDL

E. Tegeler , N. Kosuch, G. Hiech, and A. Faessler

Sektion Physik der Universität München

The aniBOtropic emission of the K x-rodiation of boron and nitrogen

in hexagonal boron nitride BK permita the determination of the n- and

a-Bubbands of the tue x-ray epectra. Together aith the x-ray photoelrfr-

tron spectrifi a consistent piature of ihr vaten<;e band of BN .'.•

Position and uidth of the s-, a-, and n-bands are determined. None of

the band structure and denaity of statee calculations knoun ao far is

in gatisfactory agreenent uith the expcrim^ntal oberrvatinns.

Die anisotrope Bniasion der '^-Röntgenstrahlung von Bor und Stickstoff

in hexagonalem Bornitrid BN erlaubt die Bestimmung der n- und o-Teil-

banden der beiden Röntgenspektren. Zueamen mit dem Röntgen-F'hotoelek-~

tronenspektrin ergibt eich daraus ein konsistentes Bild das Valenzbandes

von bti. Breite und Lage der s-, o- und-^Bande werden bestirnt. Keii

vorliegenden Bandstruktur- und ZuBtandBdicktttbtrr.fhnunger. :• .

zufriedenstellende Ubereinstirmung mit den experim.- bachtungen.
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I. Int r öd uc _t_ion

In recent years the electronic structure of hexagonal boron nitride BN has

l i f i - n the subject of several theoretical calculations ( 1 - 5 ) . In some cases

not only the band structure L ( k ) but also the density of states N ( E ) has been

calculated (2-4) . The rcsu l t s of these calculations agree wi th regard to the

gross features of the electronic structure of BN, but there is considerable

disagreement concerning the width of the energy bands and the amount of their

overlap.

A suitable tnethod for th« experimental investigation of the valence band struc-

ture of BN is x-ray spectroscopy in combination with x-ray photoelectron spec-

troscopy. Both techniques pennit a study of the whole energy ränge of the va-

lence band. In the case of light elements x-ray and photoelectron spectra are

to some extent complementary. The intensity of x-ray emission spectra is de-

lerrained mainly by the d ipo le matr ix element; the XP-spectrutn depends on the

photoelectric cross sections. So x-ray K-spectra provide information about p-

l ike s tates of the valence band, whereas XP-spectra ref lect the s-density of

states, since for light elements the cross section ratio o /o » 1.
s p

In the case of layer crystals the emission of the characteristic x-radiation

is anisotropic. By measuring the intensity distribution of a spectrum of a

sin^le crystal, äs a function o£ the take-off angle (e.g. the angle betueen

the emitted radiation and the sample surface), infonnation is obtained which

considerably exceeds that obtained from polycrystalline samples without

texture. Recently this tcchnique has been successfully applied to grapliite

(6-8) for separating the r- and o-bands and for a detailed comparison

with theoretical calculations of the valence band structure. It may also



be appl i ed. t o the study of thc e le t -Lroi i i t: K t r u c turt of hexagor.ül boren nit r i de

which has a crystal structure very similar tu that; of graphiU;.

Experimental data which can be compared wich band calculat ions coveriag the

whole energy ränge of the valence band were unt i l recently thc. x-ray K emission

spectra of both components of BN measured by Fomichev and Rumsh ( I I ) , who, how-

ever, used only one take-otf angle, and the XP-spectrum observed by Hamrin et al,

(9). A comparison of band calcuLations with these experimental observations was

carried out by Fomichev (10). The prescnt paper deals with a detailed compari-

son o£ band calculations with experimental results obtained by the investiga-

tion of the x-ray K-emission spectra of boron and nitrogen äs a function of the

take-off angle. These measureroents were published in two previous papers (7 ,12) .

Additionally the x-ray photoelectron spectrum of BN was remeasured. Tt will be

seen that the x-ray spectroscopic data together with the XP-spectrum give a

consistent picture of theelectronic structure of boron nitride.

I I .__The spectroscopic data

1. The jjr_ray_ emission spectra

The K-emission bands of boron and nitrogen in BN for three different take-off

anglea are shown in Fig. 1. The resolution is 0.2 eV for the boron spectrum and

0.7 eV for the nitrogen spectrum. Experimental details are described in the

above mentioned papers ( 7 , 1 2 ) .

A Separation of either emission band into a IT- and a o-component is possible

on account of the different polarization of the two subbands. From the atomic

point of view the u-band corresponds to transitions with Am •= 0 (linearly

polarized with the E-vector parallel to the c-axis of the crystal); the o-band

corresponds to transitions with Am - i l (polarized perpendicular to the c-axis),

m being the magnetic quantum number. It should be mentioned that the Separation

Lnto the two suhhands is also f e a s l b l e using a po lycrys ta l l ine sample with

p.-irtially Orientated crystallites, i f , äs in thc case of BJJ, sitigle crystals

are not avai lable ( 1 2 ) . Se l f -absorp t ion of the radiation in the sample and

di f fe ren t ref lec.tivities of the gr.it ing for the d i f f e r e n t polarized subbands

are without noticeable influence on the results of the Separation ( 1 2 ) .

The shape of thc subbands does not dopend upon the take-off angle, their con-

tribution to the intensity of the total band is, however, a function of this

angle. Thus for any take-off angle the intensity distribution of the emission

band can be represcnted äs a superposition of the two subbands.

The subbands obtained are shown äs dashed lines in Fig. 1. The sum of the sub-

bands ( fü l l curve) is in agreement with the measured emission band, and this

is also true for the other spectra not shown in Fig. 1. So the Separation into

the n- and o-bands is consistent (12) ,

As can be seen in Fig. l the dependence of the shape of the N K-eoission band

upon the take-off angle is very pronounced. The effect is less marked in the

case of the B K-emission band, because the intensity of the ir-band relative

to that of the o-band is smaller for boron than for nitrogen.

2. The x-ray photoelectron spectrum

The x-ray photoelectron spectrum of BS was measured by Hamrin et al, (9) who

used the non-monochromatic Mg Ka-radiation for excitation. The statistical

error of this measurement is comparatively large, and it is d i f f icul t to

estimate the influence of the Ka,, , satellites. So the x-ray photoelectron

spectrum was remeasured using AI Ka-radiation, with a VG ESCA III spectrometer

' We are greatly indepted to Dr. D.S , Urch, (Jueen Mary College, London, Eor
the possibility to measure the photoelectron spectrum in his laboratory.



Spectra were obtained using an x-ray power of 10 kV, 20 mA and at ;i p ressure

—fi
öl about 10 Torr.

According to the i;eomctry of the Instrument the sample u;is i rradiated under

an angle of 45°, and the take-off angle of the photoelectron beara was also

45°. Because of the large angle of acceptance uf t l ie bpectrometer the shape

oi the photoelectron spectrum seems to be independent of either angle. Ihe

resolution was 1.6 eV.

The spectra were obtained in the step-sc;mriintf raodc, counting ior 50 s at

each step. The eounting rate in the niain maximum was about 45 cts. The resulL

oi four scans is shown in F i f t . 2. For the cal ihrat iun o£ the energy scale the

Au. f 7 , , - level with a binding energy of -83.6 eV was used. Corrfci11 io:is were

made for the background of the AI Ka, , -satel l i tes . The corret:Led sprctrnin is

shown at the bottom of Fig. 3. It agrees well wi th the s p e c t r u m obt . i ined by

Hanirin et al. (9) except for the fea ture at a binding energy öl" - 'i.b eV ob-

served only by these authors. 1t may be c.aused by the Mg K i-sate_l l i tes and be

associated wi th the peak at a binding energy of -1 l . 5 t > V . Sinn> the AI Ka-

satelli tes have a greater d i s t ance f r u m the main l ine, 110 ü L r u c t u r e is observed

at -3.5 eV in this case.

The binding energy of the Is-level of boruii and ni t rogen w;.s also measured.

For N 1s the binding energy is -379.9 .' 0,2 eV, and lur b 1s i l i.'; - i y o . 4 - t . 0 - 2 t-V

These resul ts agree w i t h i n the l imits o:" error wiih t hose det c-rmint 'c i hy Huni-

r i n et a l . ,

3. Interpretat ion of thgcoordinated spectra

in Fig. 3 the x-ray spectra and the XP-spectrum are aligned in such a way that

f e u L u r e s - cor r i i sponding to t rans i t ions of e lec- .Lrons uith the same binding energy

;ippü;ir bt'lcw each other. A K x-ray Lra i i s iLion or energy E is coordinated to the

b i n d i n g energy E of the correspimding electron in the valence band by the r e l a -

L i o n F, = E - t , E being tiie b inding energy of an electron in the 1s level äs

di-temined by the XP-measurement. To improve the posi t ioning of corresponding

featurej ; the H K-spectrura was s l i i f t_ed by 0.5 eV towards the top of the valence

band, whi le the B K-spec t rum was shi 11cd by 0.2 eV in the opposiLe d i r e c t i o n .

The K« ' shif t s are wi th in the l im i La of error given by the del ierminat ion of the

energy va lues of the 1s l e v e l s and by the cal ibrat ion uf the N K-cmission band.

The intensi ty rat ios of the -n- and a-subbands in Fig. 3 corrcspond to those found

t a r a polycrys ta l wi th i su t rop ica l ly dis tr ibuted c r y s t a l l i t ü s .

The d i f f e r e n t spectra r e f l i ^ t - L i ' lectrons wi th d i f f e r e n L symnietries. The s-like

eleetrons, re f lec ted in the XP-spectrum, are con t-. A n t r a t cd main l y in the Lower

part of the valeru-.e band, while p-like e lec t rons Khowing up in the x-ray spec-

t ra are c o n c e n t r a t t;d in the upper part of the va lence band.

The Experiment a l resul ts .shown in Fig. 3 represeiit a ronsistent view wi th regard

tn posit ion and w i d t h of the d i f f e r e n t energy band s. Three regions can be dis-

I ingn i shed : the t -band a t luw h ind ing euer g i es over l app ing u i th the o-bar.d, which

is separated by an energy &;tp i rnm the sci-called s-hand. The TT-band extends from

- 2 . 3 - 0 . 5 eV t o -10.2 j 0. i eV, and t t ie .j-band f rom -2.7 + 0.5 eV to - 1 4 . 0 + 0 . 5 eV

The v i i lues for tut s-b;inu are - 1 7 . 2 - 0 . 5 eV to - 2 3 . 0 + 1.0 eV; these values , how-

ever, du not ref Lee: t t tu.1 rea I w i d t h of the s-band, since this band i s st rongly

hroiidcned by Auger-i rnn:; it ions. The real widtl i ot the s-bar.<l ma>* be s m - i l l e r by

up 11> ahnnt 3 eV t bau L h t1 i:xper i mental value.



The s-band fcxhLb i L s no s t r u c t u r r s . beeideS t he dominal. in;-- s - co ruuneuLa i n d i -

cated in Ehe XP-spec.trum the s-band has a l s o a ß 2p compom ;nL, but N 2[i is

almost c o m p l e t e l y abseilt. The most pronounced s t ruotures are observrd m

the a-band, which according to band s t ru i -Lure ca lcu la t ia rs , cunsis ts i>C two

overlapping bands. The x-ray spectra show three d i s t i n u t s t r uc tu r e s , w h i c h

are also indicated in ehe XP-spectrum; their posi t ious agree in all three

spectra with the exeept i im of ehe middle s t ructure . - The o-band inc ludes

a considerable amciunt of s-character at its hottcim while the top part is

mainly of p-character.

The Ti-band consists exclusively n£ p-states and therefore scarcely contributes

to the XP-spectrum. There is no similarity between the Ti-band of buron and

that of nitrogen. In the TT-band of nLtrogen the inten^ity is concentrated

in the high energy part of the band, in the u-band of boron the intensity

distribution is mote Symmetrie. The same is true fo r the ö-band; ;igain a higher

percentage of the total intensity of the nitrogen spectrum is loc-.ated in the

upper part of the valence band. This ahous that the ueakly bound electrons

are localized mainly near the nitrogen atom, which means that they hardly

contribute to the chemical bonding.

III. Crnnparison of the spectroscoplc data vith theoretiical results

In this section the spectroscopic data are compared with theoretir.al results.

Band structure calculations of the layer ctystal BN based on a two-dimensional

unit cell (1,4) (containing one boron and one nitrogen atom) show four valence

bands, the three lowest having u-character , the uppermost having T-charakter.

If a three^dimensional unit cell is used (with two boron and twn nitrogen

atoms), these energy bands split into eight bands. This Spl i t t ing is small

in the case of the o-bands. For the Ti-bands the maxitnum distance between

the two bands is about 1.6 eV ( 2 , 3 ) ; this leads to an increased width of the

Ti-band.

'Hii! U'Vt'St o-band i s i;emvr;i! ly di 'not ed a:; s-band. Tor ehe tu'ü higf'.cr o-band s

the upper l im i t s o i" the bands co i neide at the l point in a l l c:;ilr.ulat ions;

the band w i d t h , however, is d i t t ' e ren t for the two bands. Since an experimental

separ ; iLion of these two a-energy bands i s not possible, the emission resul t ing

frnm hotli bands i^ deaoted in the fo l lowing äs the a-band.

The u id th of the various bands and iheir energetic position relative to each

other äs determined from band structure calculations of the d i f f e r e n t authors

are listed in tahle l togcthcr with the experimental values. The theoretical

va lues were mustly taken trom band strucLure curves and therefore may d i f f e r

slightly fr i im the calculated values.

1t is evident that the calculated widths of all bands are too small , except

those of Nakhmanson and Smirnov (2). The three different resnlts obtained by

Junger et a l - (4) were calculated using d i f f e ren t methods of approximation.

It is remarkable, that the extended Hückel method (EXH) provides results which

are in better agreement wi th the experimental values than those obtained by

Che simple iterative extended Hückel method (SIEXH) and hardly worse than

those of the. modified iterated Hückel method (MIEXH) .

Of all theoretical calculations only those of Nakhamson and Smirnov (2) agree

reasonably with the spectroscopic results. The. calculated widths of the o*

and the s-band agree w i t h i n the limits of error with the experimental values,

but the value for the width of the T-band is somewhat too large. Also, the

overlap of the ni - and o-band and the gap between the o- and s-band are rauch

tuo large, when compared with the experiraental observations.
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In the following section the spectra are discussed in the light of density-

of-states calculations. Such a calculation has been performed by Nakhmanson

and Smirnov (2) based on the band sttructure calculation discussed above. Two

furtner calculations of the density of states are not very suitable f ü r a

comparison with the spectroscopic data; in one case the energy steps in the

hiitogram are too large (3), in the other case the TT- and o-densities have

not been calculated separately (4 ) .

For a comparison of the experimental results with the TT- and a-density of

States calculated by Nakhmanson and Smirnov the peak of the theoretical Ti-band

was aligned with the sharp peak of the Tr-band of the nitrogen spectrum. To

get reasonable agreement between the expetimental data and the corresponding

Btructures in the calculated o- and s-bands, the theoretical bands had to be

shifted by 4,5 eV and 7.2 cV, respectively, towards the top of the valence

band. The result of this procedure is shuwn in Fig, 3. The top of the valence

band was arbitrarily chosen äs zero-point of the energy scale.

An analogous procedure was applied to the densi ty-of-s ta tes calculation of

graphite, the TT- and o-subbands of yhich can be calculated separately and

therefore may be sh i f ted relative to each other ( 1 3 , 6 ) . Semochkin and Bo-

rovskii (16) argue that in the case of BN the n- and o-bands also can be

calculated separately. As has been shown above the widths of the calculated

bands agree reasonably with the experimental da ta , but their energy Separa-

tion does not; so an independent choice of the zero-point of the energy scalc

seems to be j u s t i f i e d . In th i s way a reasonable agreement between the spec-

troscopic data and the dcns t iy-of -s ta tes calculation is obtained.

IV. Discussion of the jrr-,^q-, and s-subbatid

a._n-faand

Ihe B K- and the N K-emission band are closely related to the local partial p-

density of states in the environment of the B and N atoms, respectively. Assuming

the transitian probabil i ty of the corresponding x-ray transitions to be constant,

the x-ray emission bands will be directly proportional to the local partial

density of states. Since the Ti-band contains only p -electrons (i.e. no electrons

with s-like syrnijetry) the superposition of the n-bands of the two x-ray spectra

shuuLd be proportional to the n-density. For this one has to know the catio in

which the intensities of the N K- and B K-emission bands have to be summed up,

in other words, one has to know the ratio of the local boron and nitrogen -n-charges.

This question cannot be answered on the basis of present x-ray data.

In his calculations of the electronic structure of BN molecular clusters Zunger

(5) determined the number of u-electrons in the B and N sphere. According to

this calculations 0.5 electrons of the two electrons of the :r-energy band are

located at the boron atom, and 1 .5 electrons at the nitrogen atom. This result

is supported by NMR-measurements of Silver and Bray ( 1 4 ) , who obtained a Tt-charge

at the B atoms of 0 . 4 5 ± 0 . 0 1 5 electrons.

We have therefore added the integral intensities of the Ti-emission bands of boron

^Lir B^ and nitr°8el1 (!„ f j ) in che ratio 1̂  B : I - 0.5 : 1.5. In Fig. 4 the

sum curve is coraparcd with the above mentioned ir-density of states, both curves

having been normalized to equal areas.

The shape of the calculated density of states curve in the upper part of the

n-band is, on the who]E , ref lected correctly by the sum curve. The lower limit

of Lhi? c ia lcula ted r-density of states, however, haa bindiug energies uhich are



toi) large, and Lhe density- o£- states curve rises too steeply in this region.

If the influence of the matrix element is neglected this means Chat the n-enetgy

band near point T should lie at smaller binding energies and, that it should

rise more quickly.

b/__ o-bancl

Frorn the Separation of the x-ray emission bands intö n- and o-subbands the ratios

of the integral intensities I „ : I „ and l .. : I „ are known. Usine the
0 T f , 8 Q ,B T V , N O , N °

ratio I _ : I . = 0.5 : 1.5, also the ra t io I , : I „ = 2.3 : 3.i can be
Tt,E TT,N a,8 a,N

determined, and so the sum curve of the x-ray o-bands of boron and nitrogen can

be obtained. A comparison of the sum of the o-emission bands and the calculated

density of states is shown in the left part of Fig. 4 (see also III d) . Unlike

the Ti-density, the o-density of states contains s-like states, which should be

concentrated mainly at the bottom of the o-band. Therefore otie should expect

agreement between the a-density of states and the sum-curve in the upper part of

the band, while in the lower part the sum curve should be below the density-of-

states curve.

Regarding the Position and the width of the structural features there is

good agreement between theory and experiment. In the middle of the band both

curves agcee satisfactorily. In the top part of theo-hand, however, the calcu-

lated density of states ie considerably larger than the sum of the Emission

bands. For the bottom part the calculated distribution is too spike-shaped and

seems to be too narrow in width, even if the s-like part (XP-spectrum, Fig. 3)

has been taken into account. At the top of the o-band and at the bottom of the

w-band the theoretical density of atates is too high, which possibly may be

connected with the fact that the overlap of these bands is too small.

c. s-band

Because of pronounced Auger-broadening of the spectra a comparison between

theory and experiment for the s-band hardly is possible. ßoth theory and

experiment exhibit tmly a lineshaped maximum uhich is asymmetrical]y broadened

to the bottom of the band.

d. The relative intensities of the TT- and_a-bands

If the transition probability is identical for the different subbands, the

integral intensities of the emission bands are proportional to the number of

electrons in the unit ccll having corresponding symmetry. Wi th this assumption

and using the emission spectra of a polycristalline sample with isDtropicaliy

distributed crystallites one would obtain for the two dimensional unit cell

2.3 boron po- and 3.4 nitrogen pa-electrons in addition to the two pfr-elec-

trons; only 0.3 out of eight electrons with s-like symmetry would be l e f t .

This obviouly is an unreasonable result. So we have to assutne that the transi-

tion probability for the pa-electrons is gceater than for pir-electrons. If it

is asaumed that the transition probability for po-elect.rons is twice äs high

äs for pTt-electrons, one obtains 3.1 electrons with s-like symnetry, A sirailar

value was obtained in the case of graphite (15).

Since the positions of the structures in the density-of-states calculations

agree quite well with those of the sum of the two x-ray emission spectra, it

may be concLuded that the energy dependence of the matrix element behaves

in such a way, that it does not lead to additional structures. We have

assumed the transition probability to be constant within the subbands, but to

be, for the Ti-band, only one half of that for the o-band.

In Fig. 4 the areas of the calculated o- andn-density-of-states curves are in

the ratio of 2 :1 . The ratio of the integral intensities of the two sum curves,
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howe.ver, i s dif f erent f rom t ha t corresponding to a pol ycry s tal l ine sampl u w i th

isotropically distributed cr is tal l i tes: LO get reasonable agreemeiiL w i t h theory

the c-band had to be attenuated by a f a r t o r of two.

A similar observation was made in the case of graphite:

the TT-band in the emission spectrum is weaker than expected. Kieser (15) f inds

in the energy region of the Tr-band a relatively great di.screpancy between the

calculated density of states and the experimental daca. For a comparison w i t h

theory Berg et al. (6) used the x-ray emission spectrum obtained f r o m a single

crystal on which the radiation was taken off at a sinall ang le to the layer

planes; in this case the n-band is overweighted.

Thus the dif ference of about a factor two in the transition probabilities of

the TT- and c-electrons is observed äs well for graphite äs for BN. Because of

the different spatial distribution of the TT- and ö-electrons dif ferences in

the matrix element for the two symmetry types are not surprising.

A more detailed elucidat ion ot the electronic K t r u L t u r e nf BN would be possible

if calculations of the x-ray emission spectra were available. Attempts in this

direccion have been raade by Semochkin and Borovskii ( 1 6 ) who calculated the

B u- and N o-emission bands using the method of equlvalent orbi tals ; in the

calculations the matrix element was considered tu be cons t an t . A comparison

with the experimental results shows tliat the calculat ioi i does not corrcc t ly

reflect the energy position and the re la t ive i n t e n s i t - i O K of the s t ruc tura l

details, part icularly in the low energy parL.

- 14 -

In conclusion IL may bu stated that improved band structure calculat ion

are needed. Morp.over calculat ions uf the local partial dens i ty of states

or rathcr of the intensi ty d i s L r i b u t i o n of the x-ray TT- and o-subhands should

be pcrformed.
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Figur t; i iapLions

X-ray K-emission sp«t:Lra of boren ( l e f t ) and of nitrogen ( r igh t )

of hexagonal boron n i L r i d e BN at Lake-of£ angles of 10°, 30°,

and 80° and Separat ion into n- and o-subbands.

observed spect rum, • subbands,

sum of subbands

The Lai l ing of the N K-emission band on the low energy side is

yhowii in t'ig. 3

Fig. 2 X-ray photoelectron Spektrum of hexagcmal boron nitride BN.

observed specLrum r background, •• —— contr ibut ion

ot AI K.a satellites.

Fig. 3 i;- and j-bands of the N K- and B K-emission, x-ray photoelectron

spectrum, and densi ty of staces (af ter (4); bands shif ted) .

t;-bandi fül l curves , TT -bands: dashed curves .

Fig. 4 Galculated densi ty of states (dashed lines) (4) and «um of the

iT-bands of B and N ( lef t ) and of the ir-bands of B and N (right).



Table 1: Width of *, a, and s bands of hexagonal BN and Lheir relative positions (in eV)

Au t hu r

Doni and Pastori
Farravicini ( 1 )

Zupan (3)

Nakhmanson and
Smirnov (2)

Zunger, Katsir,
and Halperin (4)

EXli-method

SltXH-method

MIEXh-method

Width of

•n-band

1.2

3.6

9.3

2.0

2.0

4.6

Width of Width of Overlap betueen

0-band s-band n- and o-band

3.3 0.9 0,2

6.3 0.5 3.0

1 1 . 2 4.7 5.8

5.1 4.3 2.0

2.6 1.8 0.6 eV gap

A. 4 3.3 2.6

Gap between

o- and s-band

8.5

7.4

Experiment 7 . 9 ± 0 . 7 11 .3 = 0.7 5.8 ± l .5 7.5 ± 0.4

180 190 365
photon energy (eV)

395

Fig. l
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